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Projects

Well done 
Wellington Place!
Written by Sarah B

11&12 Wellington Place in the heart of Leeds is 
nearing completion after 4 years of hard work. 
Throughout the process sustainability sat at the 
heart of the client’s ethos and together the team 
took an iterative approach to assess, update, 
reassess and implement changes to minimise 
the carbon impact of the building both during 
construction and throughout its future lifecycle of 
use. 

The methods to achieve this took a multi-faceted 
approach, from specification of high-performance 
materials to looking at ways to rationalise the amount 
of stone required in the external areas on site. 

Last week the building won Sustainable Development 
of the Year at the Insider Yorkshire Property Industry 
Awards in recognition of its adoption of a fabric first 
principle to minimise the buildings environmental 
impact both now and into the future.

11&12 
Development
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Practice

Pete's journey to Oslo continues

Day 2 
"The longest day at 101 miles and 
more climbing than the whole of next 
week, 1900m. Amazing weather and 
#KindnessCrew along the way with 
Jane from North Road and a coffee 
shop called Bev’s in Huddersfield who 
waived my payment."

Day 3
"A hilly 90km but with 
the company of Fii! 
Now to relax in the 
view with a room! 
Coast to coast done… 
now…. To Rotterdam!"

Day 4 
"Despite all the bad press, 
P&O Ferries were wonderful 
and I began the ride on a full 
stomach. Didn’t go exactly to 
plan, but that’s what makes 
it an adventure, right? 184km 
due to bridge and road 
repairs but an epic journey 
none the less!"
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Day 6 
"Nature gave me wings and having 
drafted a Canyon aero and a tractor 
I got to Germany before 7…. Route + 
10km = biggest solo ride day ever. No 
words to describe this beauty and 
peace. Just pictures!"

Day 7
"An odd day, change of plan, 
change of mode, change 
of country. Happy to leave 
German roads behind me and 
looking forward to the Danish 
and Swedish ahead tomorrow. 
For now, I’ll leave you with the 
‘human C-3PO’ from the train."

Day 5 
"A beautiful day and flown along 
those straight roads with the 
tailwind. 165km flat and fast..
Especially the causeway on the 
bus at the start. It was either 
that… or swim!"
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Plant of the Week!

Designing Plant Communities
The Anchors in a Design Layer
Written by Pilar

I love being in the studio workshopping planting 
design with the teams. It’s such a rich environment.  
When creativity flows and things come together after 
a few hours of trying to understand each other’s 
ideas getting them down on paper after a site visit, is 
the best feeling. It’s an exhilarating happy place.

Designing layers of a plant community can be tough 
to start with, it is a complex task, but once you get 
the hang of it, it can become second nature.

Last week, discussing some planting schemes for 
Altrincham town centre with Matt Stirton and his 
team, I started introducing the notion of ecological or 
horticultural design with plant communities. Quite a 
lengthy subject but to start with. The structural layer 
or ‘anchors’ as I call them, seemed to be a difficult 
one to understand but as soon as we placed some 
examples on paper and created our ‘mini-mixes’ – a 
term that we actually invented! which is really the 
equivalent to a ‘plant community’ – it all fell into 
place.

The ‘anchors’ in the scheme will create the visual 
structure of the planting.  They can be woody plants, 
upright grasses or perennials but they will always 
have a distinctive outline or silhouette.  They have 
strong longevity and you will see them creating a 
sense of unity from a distance. As competitors or 
stress-tolerators they look tough and they create 
‘anchoring’ in the design.

Some examples for your list:

Cotinus ‘Grace’ Panicum virgatum ‘Shenandoah’
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Recommended

The Sod's Law Podcast
With Daniel M. Rosenberg

This podcast is about people and their stories 
- everyone has their own to tell & Sod’s Law 
is about giving people a new platform to tell 
them.

This week's Sod's Law Episode is with Pete! 
Be sure to listen in and hear Pete talking all 
things being brave and saying yes!

“Just think about the idea of powering the 
world through resources created by nature… 
As opposed to, ‘Oh shit, we need to find a way 
of not using gas!’”

Did you know...

About the Hibiscus Rising 
Sculpture Exhibition?
People and place sit at the heart of Planit-IE. 
Reflection on historical events is integral to 
building a better future. Planit-IE are proud to 
be working with The David Oluwale Memorial 
Association and Leeds 2023 Year of Culture on 
an exciting setting for the proposed Hibiscus 
Rising sculpture.

Sited within the existing Meadow Lane Green 
Space on Leeds South Bank, the sculpture by 
Shonibare Studio will honour the life of David 
Oluwale, a British Nigerian and Leeds resident 
who was the victim of ongoing harassment.

A new exhibition at The Tetley showcases Planit-
IE’s design development for the sculpture and it’s 
setting. Materials from the artist and a maquette 
of the 9.5 meter high proposed artwork will also 
feature. The exhibition runs from 11 September – 
8th January 2023, so if you're around be sure to 
check it out!

Listen in on 
SodsPod.com by 
clicking here!

https://sodspod.com/

